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Alexa Brown Job Kaira 

Alison Lewis Kevin Coldrey 
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David Le Page Max Price 

Dirk Visser Muven Naidoo 

Eric Van Steen Peter Grant 
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Harald Winkler Steve Richardson 

Samantha Keen Alexandra Watson 

Hilton Trollip Mamokgethi Phakeng 

Britta Renkamp Hugh Corder 

Sipho Pityane Shams Pather 

 

 

Summary of the outcomes of the discussion: 

 

Fossil fuel divestment in itself is a strong signal that will notify internal and external communities throughout 

all sectors, of serious engagement with the topic of responsible investment, future development and 

planning and transformative action. UCT has an opportunity to send a clear signal that the institution is 

concerned about the wider impacts of its investments and can lead responsible investment discussion and 

engagement in response to the climate crisis on the African continent.  

Overall, there is consensus for the soon to be appointed ‘UPRI’ team (extended name unknown) to work 

actively towards a low carbon, responsible investment governance structure and policy document to be 

adopted at the University of Cape Town in response to the climate crisis. Made up of students, staff, 

executive members and experts, the UPRI will advise the Joint Investment Committee’s financial decision 

making.  

It was pointed out by Dr Max Price that the meeting was missing representatives of the ‘anti-divestment’ 

argument to provide opposing ideas to the conversations. 
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Within this group there was a high level of agreement around the following key ideas: 

 That it is highly appropriate for UCT to articulate the knowledge that some of its academic 

departments are generating around the climate crisis and its likely socio-economic impacts into its 

investment strategy.  

 UCT can utilise the accumulated resources and knowledge across departments to create a stronger 

case for a responsible investment strategy, and to leverage its shareholder power in dialogues with 

asset managers.  

 That a positive screening approach is favourable over negative screening. Affected fossil fuel 

companies’ reactions to negative screening (exclusion) can jeopardise partnerships and other 

financial opportunities offered to the university. 

However, complexity causes disagreement: 

 Eric Van Steen raises caution to the complexity of a divestment portfolio that suits local context and 

constructs. The possibility of spin off effects from withdrawing investments in the coal and liquid fuel 

industries can cause major social and economic issues linked with energy and transport availability 

and accessibility.  

Resolution to the complexity of divestment would be accomplished by: 

 Identifying a science-based, socially responsible target for the period c.2040/2050 and, backcasting 

from that, work out a plausible series of steps that would transition its investments towards the kind 

of economy that could be expected to be resilient under the tough conditions foreseen for that 

period. 

 Internal research (see below). 

Specifically, there is a strong case to be made for UCT to undertake the following internal work: 

 Research what kind of investment strategy and portfolio would be credibly aligned with the 

transition of the regional economy to a zero-net- carbon state by 2050, which is what climate 

science points to as being required if the world is not to exceed 2°C of warming. This is guided by the 

Peak-Plateau-Decline (PPD) trajectory and the Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) for South Africa. 

 Investigate a possible test/pilot portfolio, or a small percentage of a portfolio, to be divested as a 

concept case that, if successful, will be rolled out to other investment portfolios where applicable. 

The example was given for divesting 10% of the endowment funds offshore portfolio. 

 Alternatively, investigate ‘portfolio tilting’ whereby a new green UCT fund is created out of the 

returns made from the carbon exposure on all other investments. This process shifts ‘high carbon’ 

investment into ‘low carbon’ investment. An option for reinvestment into solar panels or green 

infrastructure on campus was agreed upon. 

…and for UCT to undertake external work: 

 Embark upon a more engaged, active relationship with the asset  managers and consultants 

responsible for investing the university’s money. The intention here is two-fold:  
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a) to seek their help in putting together and implementing the above-mentioned credible, science-

based investment strategy;  

b) and to use UCT’s funds under management as a lever to cause their asset managers to engage 

relevant carbon-intense South African companies more actively about their own strategies for 

aligning with a zero-carbon future.  

When such company CEOs are thus engaged by, say, Allan Gray they are effectively being engaged 

by c.R800bn worth of assets, rather than UCT’s R2-5bn. This is invaluable leverage, if it can be 

achieved. 

 The group noted that undertaking the above work would require active leadership and project 

management beyond the scope of those in the room, all of whom have full-time occupations. The 

question of mustering the institutional capacity and resources to make a success of this strategy 

must therefore be dealt with as a priority.  

 The option of creating a partnership based graduate internship responsible for developing the 

background research and project management of this responsible investment occupation/ position is 

in development. This is a process of streamlining graduates from climate, energy, development and 

finance departments into an internship that could possibly be seated within the UCT Executive 

council. 

Congruent options for a low carbon impact: 

 It was also agreed that, while the active shareholder engagement strategy, based on in-house 

research, was ramping up – and this would take time to have effect – UCT should anyway begin 

investing (via Council’s funds) in reducing its dependence upon Eskom’s carbon-intense electricity by 

erecting PV on some of its roofs, as well as looking for local low-carbon equity and bond 

opportunities to invest in. The point is that, even if the options here are relatively small at this point, 

by asking for investment opportunities of this nature, UCT would be sending an important signal into 

a market poised for expansion. 

 It was also agreed that if UCT was to embark seriously upon this journey towards aligning its 

investments with what it knows about the future, multiple opportunities for engaged learning and 

research would become available to the university’s students and academics – and this in turn would 

create real-world opportunities for both, as this broad low-carbon market expands, as it must. 

There is a commitment to see UCT pursue an active agenda in relation to its investments and the climate 

crisis. Research into the most suitable investment portfolio will define the strategy. Uptake of the strategy 

within the UPRI advisory team will ensure compliance with universal trajectories of sustainable development 

in response to climate change and a 2°C warmer world. A portfolio divestment test case can implement the 

strategy and provide knowledge on the effectiveness and success of fossil fuel divestment at UCT. UCT can 

use its institutional power to leverage discussion with fund managers. The duties will be performed by the 

UPRI team until a responsible investment/climate change expert can be appointed to take responsibility of 

all ethical investment matters for the institution. This process requires ongoing leadership. 

 

Many thanks to all who joined us at the think tank. We await the appointment of the UPRI in June 2017. 
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Appendix  

Anton Cartwright was a key contributor to knowledge sharing at the session but had to leave early. He has 

compiled these afterthoughts. 

It seemed we conflated the moral/ leadership/ signalling position with a technical/ risk/ stranded asset/ good 

investment argument. They are of course related, but conflating them is unhelpful.  

 

On the technical risk side: 

- We don't know that fossil-free will definitely be a better investment over the next 10 years, but it is 

unlikely to be significantly worse, and avoids a potentially large risk.  

- I suspect that the downside in terms of returns is a lot smaller than we imagine. A fossil free (I would 

start with "extractive coal free") investment is no longer limiting given the current top performers on 

the JSE. It may end up being a much better investment strategy. South Africa's economy is sufficiently 

diverse to make for many other good-enough options. 

- Just because a fossil-free portfolio is unfamiliar to SA fund managers does not make it more risky.  

- I would argue for moving a bit of money (from Glencore to Naspers or Steinhoff...how bad can that 

be?) to make the point that UCT is serious about its request for a proactive shift is necessary. If we 

default to current ESG reporting UCT will not be contributing to societal needs.   

 

On the thought leadership side: 

- I did not articulate this well, but UCT is well placed to make the connections that the world 

desperately needs between mitigation and ......urbanisation/ poverty alleviation/ gender equity/ social 

justice/ trade justice/ financialisation. There are powerful causal links between these parameters and 

we will not reduce emissions unless we attend to the links. By the same thinking we will not reduce 

poverty unless we attend to emissions. The work that ACDI does (for example) is precisely the work 

that is needed at the global scale. Climate researchers in the Global North are not good at this stuff 

and need our help.  

- I would argue that UCT has an obligation to press into this area, and should combine its research with 

its ethical intent and the allocation of its funds.  Divest/ Invest relates particularly to the issue 

"financialisation of global societies and climate change". In an increasingly financialised world 

(meaning people, companies and cities have to play by the rules of lenders), how do you tackle 

climate change? We don't know, but allocating your capital away from fossil fuels must be a part of 

the sensible experiment. And who better to conduct this experiment than a university.   


